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Personalized System
of Instruction

u also known as the “Keller Plan”

u 1960s, Fred Keller, built on earlier models
of personalized instruction (e.g., Winnetka
plan in Illinois) geared toward K-12

u Keller Plan designed more for higher ed. at
University of Brasilia

u many large university courses follow the
model today

The Personalized System of Instruction is a mastery learning model
which seeks to promote mastery of a pre-specified set of objectives
from each learner in a course. Students work through a series of
self-paced modules.
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PSI Steps

u instructor designs course policy statement

u instructor breaks content into topical chunks
or units

u instructor develops study guides for each
unit (historically print-based unlike A-T)

u study guides include:
objectives, study procedures, questions

u self-paced, individual work through guides

PSI study guides were historically print-based, although they may
take different forms today from computer-based to internet-based
instruction. Students work through modules at their own pace.
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PSI Steps

u as students complete a unit, they are tested

u immediate feedback is provided by proctor
with an opportunity to review and re-test

u student move on to new units after they
master previous, prerequisite units,
self-pacing through course

u lectures limited, provide for interaction and
motivation more than content-dispensing

In PSI units, “live” proctors grade student tests and provide
immediate feedback on their performance. This one-to-one support
is the key component that makes the model “personalized.”

Lectures are limited in PSI courses.
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PSI Outcomes

u some evidence that tutored students learn
“more” than lectured students

u students favor individual pacing and
appreciate individual attention from
proctors

u individualized attention for gifted/special
ed. most common, traditionally viewed as
too expensive for average classes

Students in PSI courses have been shown to learn more than
lectured students. Students typically favor some degree of control
over the pace of their instruction, although younger or less mature
students will likely need to be monitored to stay on task. Through
personalized attention from proctors, students can learn good study
habits and strategies.
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Role of Technology

u systems designed to track student progress,
help teacher manage class

u technology used to provide extensive
resources to students “on demand”
(no longer reliant on print)

u technology can support proctors in
providing tests and feedback, but “audio”
feedback could “de-personalize” course

Although the PSI model was designed in the late 1960’s,
educational technologies allow similar systems to be designed and
efficiently delivered today.

A database system to track student progress through units can be
established. PSI recommends students who access and master each
module be given a grade of “C.” Grades of “B” and “A” can be
reserved for students who complete extra work, problems, or an
examination.

Print is no longer the medium of choice for PSI, but rather,
computer-based or internet-based modules. Students can access
richer resources in multimedia formats and potentially more
information through computers.

Technology can also support TA’s or course proctors by allowing
quizzes to be graded automatically. Computer-based feedback,
however, is not as responsive to a diversity of student questions as
live feedback from a proctor. Still, computers could engage
students in discussing, debating, or questioning course content with
other students, with an instructor, or with a TA, all from a distance.
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Criticisms

u like audio-tutorial, most PSI units geared
toward mastery of specific objectives

u application of higher-order thinking skill
not explicitly a part of the models

u guided design model was created to include
this “missing” component

u in guided design, students still expected to
master material, but also to APPLY it

While this model does not prohibit the acquisition of higher-order
thinking skills, most units designed within its framework have
emphasized lower-order knowledge acquisition. This is a common
criticism of both the audio-tutorial model and the personalized
system of instruction. Another mastery learning model, the guided
design model, formally recommends and emphasizes the
application of knowledge to a project or problem after basic
knowledge components have been mastered. The application of
basic knowledge to real tasks is highly recommended regardless of
the model chosen. Students will be more likely to retain knowledge
and will develop necessary thinking skills to solve a diversity of
realistic problems.


